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Founded in 1989 and headquartered in Dayton, Ohio, CareSource has built a legacy of providing quality health care coverage for Medicare and Medicaid consumers. CareSource serves more than 2 million members across six states supported by a growing workforce of 4,500.

Bio Sketch:

Stephanie Williams is Senior Vice President and Chief Actuary for CareSource, a Fellow of the Society of Actuaries, and a Member of the American Academy of Actuaries. She has worked as an actuary for over 15 years and currently leads CareSource’s Actuarial and Market Finance teams supporting Medicaid, Marketplace, and Medicare products in 6 states.

Prior to CareSource Stephanie held the position of VP, Medicaid Actuarial Services Lead at Centene with responsibility for all 29 of their Medicaid markets and was VP, Medicaid CFO for WellCare Health Plans where she had P&L responsibility for their Medicaid business in 13 markets. Additionally, she has previously held actuarial roles at Aon and Florida Blue.

Stephanie holds bachelor’s degrees in mathematics and statistics from the University of Florida and a master’s degree in statistics from the University of Central Florida.

Stephanie will discuss what actuaries typically do, opportunities available in the career path, and how to become an actuary. She looks forward to answering your questions as well!
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